cubus outperform EV Analytics
TOP 15 Voting Results 2018

No

Name

Description

1

Support for IF-THEN-ELSE in calculator

Calculated members should support IF-THEN-ELSE. Provide more functions and logic in the calculator. Similar to Excel functions.

2

Ability to cancel long running
processes

Add the option for users to cancel long running queries.

3

Global formatting

The ability to create styles and formats on a global level. This includes fonts, colors and number
formatting. It should also be possible to define your own color palette.

4

Conditional formatting

Add the option to define a format based on a condition. For example, the value of a cell or the value
of a calculation.

5

Global calculations

The ability to create calculator functions for a database on a global level. These calculations can then
be used in every view connected to that particular database.

6

Add logo to customize printing/PDF
start page

Allow the user to add a logo to the pages when printing views.

7

Dynamic selections

Improve the dynamic selections of members, for example, all level 0. If the database changes, this is
automatically reflected when opening view, you do not have to explicitly select the member again or
use a dynaselect to ensure that all level 0 members are selected. It should also be possible to retrieve
the top 20% of members.

8

Logout function in EV

Add a logout button in the backstage area to allow sessions to be terminated.

9

PowerPoint reporting

Add possibilities to export data directly to a powerpoint field, for example a specific cell, an entire
table or a chart. This will enhance the reporting capabilities of EV.

10

Allow analysis of relational data

At the moment it is only possible to analyse OLAP data in EV. Add the possibility to analyse relational
data in EV.

11

Ability to modify a dynaselect

Once saved there is no way to modify a dynaselect. It would be nice to come back to previous step
of the recording without re-recording everything.

12

Conditional suppression

At the moment, rows and columns can be suppressed for missing, zero or no access. The idea is to
enhance this functionality for conditional statements. For example, suppress the row if the value in
the third column is equal to 3.

13

Brushing and linking in charts

Introduce the possibility to select a subset of data in the chart with drag and drop. The table will
then automatically be updated with the new selection.

14

Add image/logo to report title

It is possible to display a title in a report with different formatting options. This functionality can be
enhanced to display an image.

15

Dependable member selections

It should be possible to filter a member select list based on the selection of another dimension. For
example, show only the products relevant to the region East.

This list was created by a voting process initiated by cubus in October 2018. The proposed list of features was based on feedback from customers,
partners and employees we received in the last months. EV users from different customers and partners and from different countries working on
different OLAP-engines (TM1, MSAS, Essbase) had been invited to vote for new features for cubus outperform EV.
We will consider this ranking in our development plans for the next cubus EV versions. We may not implement all these features in the next releases.
We will decide based on technical feasibility and implementation effort which features will be in the next releases.
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